SafeShops.be for web
developers?
For you as a web developer, a correct and up-to-date service to your
customer is of fundamental importance. In a sector of high growth
with regularly changing regulations, you are a person of trust. Your
customer expects his web shop to comply with the law, that it is safe
and that the conversion always progresses optimally. Of course, your
customer is ultimately responsible, but by being properly informed,
you offer him a valuable and often much needed added value.
That's how you make the difference, and where SafeShops.be
can help you with….

What does SafeShops.be actually offer
you as web partner?
Clear information and tools for direct application.
Legal checklist
We provide you with our legal checklist to which a web shop must comply when you pass our
certification. It contains all explanations to be immediately aware of e-commerce specific laws.
Updates
When legislation changes, we keep you informed with a simple email.
Security Toolbox
This contains tips & tricks to better protect a web shop against cybercrime. These in human
language and handy for your customer.

What does SafeShops.be actually offer
you as a web partner?
E-legal Day
You are invited to our e-legal day, a crucial seminar for this sector, informing you with the most
legal current situation. You get free subscription as a web partner. Of course we expect you to be
there in person.
Security Day
Safety is vital for our sector. That is why we organize the Security Day. You get to know the latest
gadgets of cybercrime, but more importantly, how to combat it. This as well applies to "free as a
web partner" and "presence principle".

You give the extra
push
Answering the legal provisions still remains your customer ‘s
responsibility. But with SafeShops.be’s information and tools,
you are an expert to guide your client through the complicated
knot of laws and rules.
Let this be the extra push that your client needs to be fully
compliant. And we gladly accommodate to give you that nudge.
If you, as Ambassador of SafeShops.be, introduce us to a new
label applicant, we will offer you a € 50 discount. This amount
can be passed to your customer or partly kept for yourself
(50/50).

How does it work? Quality label
•
Your customer requests the quality label at www.SafeShops.be with a specific
discount code linked to your company.
(Receipt of Kickback after customer’s payment to SafeShops.be)
•
We start up the verification process together, providing your customer with the
necessary documents (such as general terms, privacy policy, etc) in order to conform to the web
shop.

•
After all the conditions required for the web shop are fulfilled, the shop is subjected to a
thorough analysis.
•
After the OK from our independent law firm, the label is issued and may be placed on
the website of the web shop.

How does it work? Security Seal
•

Your customer requests the Security Seal at www.SafeShops.be with a specific discount
code linked to your company.
(Receipt of Kickback after customer’s payment to SafeShops.be)

•

We start the verification process with you, whereby the necessary documents (such as
questionnaire etc ...) are given to your customer to review the audit.

•

After all conditions required for the web shop are fulfilled, the shop is subjected to a thorough
analysis.

•

After OK from our independent security audit office, the label is issued and may be placed on
the website of the web shop.

Show that, also you, are a reliable
partner!
We seek for constructive cooperation based on sound information and trust.
If you actually go through and use the documents and tools we provide you
and you prepare your customer for verification accordingly, you will receive
the Web partner - SafeShops.be logo.
This can be prominently in the spotlight on your site.

Interested?

Send a mail to katrien@safeshops.be and get the right documents. What
is the cost of a SafeShops web partnership? It's free of course. We see it
as our mission to build Belgian e-commerce on a professional basis. With
reliable partners!

